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MESSAGE FROM OUR CHAIRMAN 
 
As some of you may know, I am currently in Europe walking Caminos, but not the 
conventional ones. I began on Jakobsweg in Germany (see pp.4-5) but am now 
exploring some of the exceedingly beautiful and much less travelled Italian 
Caminos. I will keep you informed of how I found these in future newsletters. 
 
While I have been wandering along, I have had cause to think about the things I 
have learned on the Camino. They are many, and range from the practical to the 
cultural and all things in between. I have been pondering the practical things 
learnt—one of the main areas being injuries and, in particular, feet! 
 
This is my sixth pilgrimage, and yet I have always been slow to take my own  
advice! I was advised, and in turn now advise, to stop when an injury occurs and 
allow time for it to heal. Yet, how many times on the way do we see pilgrims 
limping their way to the night’s destination, and the very next day see those 
same pilgrims continue limping along the path? I know I have been guilty of that  
and, indeed, on my first Camino, I limped the last 100k into Santiago de Compo-
stela, slowing to a crawl on that last day, with pilgrims racing past me with a 
cheery "Buen Camino", while I continued my way slowly and painfully forward. 
 
I know that sometimes time is of the essence, which is no doubt why we  
continue ever onwards, ignoring the discomfort or, in some cases, severe pain. 
Pain is a warning that things are not quite right, and masking pain with drugs 
could well make the situation worse. It is far more effective to stop, rest, and 
recover. I have been held up on this trip with tendonitis. For the first time, I 
stopped, sought help from physiotherapists, and have now continued successfully 
on my way, catching buses and a train a couple of times to make the time to 
meet friends, and pursue little extras such as attend the opera in Verona. 
 
It is not written down that I, or any of you, must walk every step of the way. If 
you have to jump ahead by some other means as you travel your Camino, there is 
no shame in that. It is far better to arrive in comfort, without pain and the 
knowledge that you only walked seventy, eighty, or ninety percent of the total 
distance, than to arrive home with ongoing pain, weeks or even months of  
rehabilitation, and be put off for ever from doing another pilgrimage. Of course, 
if you are able to allow enough time, you can do both—stop and recover, and 
complete the whole distance, whatever that may be for you. 
 
Some people are tempted to change their plans in order to keep up with new 
friends and their peregrino family, thus pushing themselves and potentially  
creating problems. Remember, it is YOUR Camino. Where you start, whether it 
be the last 100k or 2000k from Santiago, how many kilometres you walk each 
day, and how many days you take, should be what works best for you. Take the 
time to enjoy the view, listen to the birds, have a second cup of cafe con leche 
and—above all—listen to what your body tells you and ENJOY the experience. 
 
Buen Camino! 
Janet Leitch OAM (SA) 
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‘WALK THE CAMINO’ TRIP ORGANISER (Scotland) 

Our company, based in the West of Scotland specialises in organising and  
supporting tours on the Camino de Santiago. Along with a number of other tour 
and luggage transfer companies we have an entry on the CSJ UK page.  
 
Florence Boyle  
www.walkthecamino.com/index  
  
'Walk The Camino' is a "Specialist organiser of walks and tours on the Camino 
de Santiago serving customers from all over the world. Fully insured and secure 
luggage transfers. We offer a special 10% discount to members of the CSJ. 

ACCOMMODATION IN LUGO 

 
We have devoted ourselves to rural tourism for 8 years. We have two rural  
cottages in the Camino de Santiago located in Samos (Lugo). A lot our guests 
are pilgrims on their way to Santiago.  
 
Please visit our webpage www.casasdeouteiro.com 
We will be pleased to offer any further information and working with you. 
 
Thank you!  

Berta Luna       

Cover photo: The 2014 very special ‘800 year old  
Franciscan’ Compostela: see article on pp10-12. The 2 
photos above are of St Francis and his parents in Italy 
taken by our Chairman... for more on the Camminos di 
Assisi and San Francesco, see next newsletter! 
 

St James ‘peregrino’  
atop Santiago Cathedral:  

photograph taken from the 
rooftop by John Mapleson 

(VIC) 
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 JAKOBSWEG IN BAVARIA 
 
When I started planning my ‘big adventure’ there 
were a number of places in the melting pot for a 
starting point. After much ‘umm-ing and ahh-ing’ 
the start point eventually became München 
(Munich), from where a comparatively newly 
waymarked Jakobsweg snakes its way south-west 
towards, but not over, the Austrian border,  
ending this leg at Lindau, a Bavarian island city 
on Lake Constance. From here pilgrims would 
then cross into Switzerland and continue through 
France, cross the Massif Central, and ultimately 
head to Santiago de Compostela.  
 
Because I needed to connect with another path 
called the Via Claudia Augusta, my plan was to 
follow this Jakobsweg for about 150 kilometres (of the 250), and what a differ-
ent pilgrimage experience this proved to be. For this leg of my journey I had as a 
companion my sister-in-law, Joan. Joan arrived in München a couple of days be-
fore me and had done some leg work in preparation, finding a reasonable map 
(1:100,00), far superior to the line drawings in my German outdoor guide, and 
also the start point, St Jakob's church in St Jakob’s Platz.  We did try to get a 
pilgrim credential, but the nun tried to give us sandwiches instead. I think she 
thought we were homeless, and so we gave up on that one! 
 
Unfortunately, though Joan had found a shell above the Church, we never found 
another sign for the whole morning’s walk! The path follows the River Isar and is 
a lovely walk along its banks though we had a little niggle of doubt for a while as 
to whether we were heading the right way! The problem is that for these first 
ten kilometres or so there are no signs whatsoever, and due to restoration and/
or building work along the river bank, we were sent on numerous detours, from 
which it was, at times, difficult to find our way back to the river! Hence there 

were many more kilometres 
walked than were necessary. We 
were elated on seeing the first 
sign seeing it as, at long last, con-
firmation that we were on the 
right track! 
 
For the next few days the path 
often went through beautiful for-
ests, sometimes narrow, some-
times wider. They are truly beau-
tiful forests but my pleasure at 
walking through them was some-
what diminished due to the fact 
that a week before I had left Aus-

Sign above the door of St  
Jakobsweg Church, Munich  

Day 1 after leaving Munich has pilgrims walking 
through some lovely stretches of forest   
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 tralia I learned for the first time about 
the dangers and, too late to do any-
thing about it, of tick fever. I made 
sure that I avoided brushing against 
undergrowth and got into the habit of 
resting on the numerous seats provided, 
rather than lolling on the ground, and 
then doing a tick check at shower time. 
This is one thing that we don't seem to 
be warned about, but as the travel doc-
tor told me, "It mustn't be taken lightly 
- it can lead to encephalitis among oth-
er things". His advice was not to walk in 
the forests until the end of the season: 
a bit too hard on this journey, so I fol-
lowed his second piece of advice which 
was a regular tick check!  
 
Along with the forests, one of the special, and different, things (for a South Aus-
tralian at any rate) about this path is water! We often followed streams and 
rivers and there were numerous sees (lakes) which we could either follow along 
or, alternatively, cross by ferry. Because of the novelty factor of being able to 
travel by ferry, often very large ones, we inevitably made that choice, which 
also meant that we got to see the land from a different perspective too.  
 
Once we picked up the first sign near Pullach, the signs, the map, and my guide-
book all matched. But unfortunately this wasn't to last, and the closer we got to 
Forgensee, the more choices we had, resulting in long pauses and much debate. 
The path often went in two or three different directions - around the lower end 
of a lake, around the top end, and then several choices across it! Thus the total 
length of the route could be quite flexible depending on which choices are 
made! Accommodation on this path varies in price, from about €25-55 each, and 
style, but nowhere were we able to stay in pilgrim-specific abodes. A number of 
times, when I pulled out my pilgrim credential to have it stamped, I was  
referred to a different venue to get the ‘official’ stamp. In one instance, at 
Kloster Schäftlarn, it was to the monastery across the road where the priest who 
stamped it used a blotter to ensure it didn't smudge; in Wessobrunn to the 
church where I stamped it myself, and in Kloster Andechs the church office. 
 
Being able to enter almost all the churches we passed - so different from the 
Spanish ones -  hearing music in many places, including on log rafts drifting 
down the River Isar, seeing men dressed in traditional lederhosen and women 
dressed in their lovely traditional dirndls, tasting the traditional Bavarian food… 
these were some unique experiences making this Camino different, and special. 
 
Janet Leitch OAM (SA) 

  

Sign on an old barn wall just before  
Wessobrunn 

Check out Janet’s blog at  
http:/janetthehappywanderer.blogspot.com.au 
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WALKING THE CAMINO FROM GRANADA TO SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA,  
APRIL-MAY 2014 
 
My brother Phil and friend Bob and I set out to walk 
from Granada to Santiago on 22 March. Both Bob and 
I walked the Camino Francés in 2013 from St Jean-
Pied-de-Port to Santiago, while for Phil it was his first 
Camino. We realised from the start that the walk 
from Granada to Merida would be lonely as the statis-
tics indicated that just over 50 pilgrims commenced a 
Camino from Granada in 2012, so we suspected there 
would probably be less than 100 walking over 2014. 
 
For a reference we took the CSJ guide for the Camino 
Mozárabe and maps provided by Kevin Burrows. Over-
all the route from Granada to Merida was surprisingly 
well marked although we found that 3 pairs of eyes 
was definitely an advantage because at times two of 
us would pass a mark, only to be told by the third 
person that we were headed in the wrong direction. 
 
Overall we found that the CSJ guide plus some  
commonsense navigating was able to keep us on the 
correct path and only on one occasion we took a 
wrong turn and had to retrace our route.  
Commonsense navigation was necessary to navigate 
through new road works which at times parallel the 
Camino route and crossed over the path on several 
occasions. 
 
After a rest day to see Cordoba, we arrived in Merida 
on 6 April without meeting another pilgrim in our 
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Holy Week parade, Salamanca                                    Bells, Santiago Cathedral museum 

400km walk. If you are going to walk the Camino Mozárabe, either take a friend 
or be prepared for solitude. Taking a friend is probably the best option as it 
provides both company and an extra set of eyes for spotting waymarks. 
 
From Merida we headed north on the Via de la Plata intending to walk into  
Santiago via Ourense. For this section we did not have the benefit of the CSJ 
guide, as Bob had inadvertently packed it with his excess gear and posted it on 
to Santiago. In its place we obtained a Spanish cycling map book, an excellent 
reference. While the Spanish maps were much superior to the maps in the CSJ 
guide, the book did not provide the details of the route, so as a consequence it 
is likely that we missed many points of interest along the way. As far as guide-
books go, it would appear that the German guides are the most comprehensive 
but, unfortunately, you have to be able to read German to use them properly. 

 

More signage along the Via de la Plata 
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Leaving Merida, Phil was having problems walking, initially with blisters and shin 
splints followed by an Achilles tendon issue. As a result Bob headed off on his 
own from Embalse de Alcantara while Phil and I continued on at a slower pace. It 
was a pleasure being on the Via de la Plata and meeting other pilgrims after the 
lonely first 400km from Granada to Merida. We estimated there were between 20 
and 30 pilgrims a day walking the VDLP, many of which were German, although 
we did run into the usual mix of nationalities (Canadians, Dutch,  
English, Spanish, Italian, Swiss etc) - it was great to be able to walk with them. 
 
Interestingly, most of the pilgrims on the Via de la Plata had done at least one 
Camino previously and it was good to be able to get to know some of the  
Spanish walkers, which does not seem to happen on the Camino Francés. At La 
Calzada de Bejar we decided it was not in Phil’s best interest to continue walking 
and arranged for him to take a bus to Salamanca, leaving me to walk through. 
 
By the time that I reached Salamanca, Bob had headed off 
again, while I had a couple of rest days with Phil hoping 
that his leg would come good. Unfortunately this did not 
happen in the available time so it was on a bus for Phil to 
Zamora while I walked. Bob was well ahead at this time 
and walked through to Astorga on the Camino Francés, 
prior to returning to Granja de Moreruela by bus to walk 
the Camino Sanabrés through Ourense to Santiago. 
 
After a rest day in Zamora, we made another decision - 
that, because of Phil’s walking difficulties, the best option 
would be for him to take a bus to Astorga on the Camino 
Francés, where he could easily take buses by stages into 
Santiago if necessary while I walked. The walk north from 
Granja de Moreruela to Astorga was very quiet (only four 
pilgrims) as most pilgrims turn off here onto the Camino 
Sanabrés and walk into Santiago via Ourense. Arriving in 
Astorga, I found Phil much recovered and determined to 
walk. Walking the Camino Francés provided Phil with an 
opportunity to experience a busy Camino route - very  
different from the Camino Mozárabe.  

Thatched building in O Cebreiro                        Magacela (coffee is at the top of the town!) 

Top: Hoopoe bird 
Bottom: John and  
discarded building 

materials! 
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Bob walked into Santiago on 7 May and we arrived three days later on 10 May. 
Overall it appeared that numbers of pilgrims arriving in Santiago were greater 
than at the same time in 2013 and talking to the pilgrim office I was told that 
the number of pilgrims that had arrived to date in 2014 was double the number 
that had arrived during the same period in 2013. Attending the pilgrim mass  
on Sunday 11 May, we were surprised to find that it was being officiated by  
Cardinal Pell from Australia (see 
photo, right) - Phil was able to 
shake his hand as he filed out of 
the Cathedral). 
 
Overall I covered in excess of 
1150km, while Bob walked 1300km 
and Phil nearly 900km. It was a 
great walk and I will definitely be 
going back again. 
 
John Mapleson (VIC) 
 
 Statue of Hercules, A Corunna, 

(a day bus trip from Santiago)  

Bridge over Rio Guadiana Merida Plaza Mayor Merida 

Phil & Bob 
Alto do San Roque, 
near O Cebreiro  
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Festivals and dancing (see next page) 

  

THREE FRIENDS ON ‘THE WAY’ - HIGHLIGHTS 
(CAMINO FRANCES, 2014) 
 
We had a dramatic start to our Camino with the 
worst storms in years in the Pyrenees… We had 
arrived in St Jean-Pied-de-Port on 19 May, staying 
at Albergue Beilarie (formerly L’ Esprit du Chemin) 
where we met all our fellow pilgrims at the com-
munal dinner, adding to our excitement. The next 
morning there were a few drops of rain resulting in 
most pilgrims making an early start. We had 
planned to leave mid-morning for Orisson. At 7.30 
the thunder rolled in, the heavens opened and the 
heaviest rain we had seen settled in. We waited at 
the Pilgrim Office, finally leaving at 11am and  
arriving at Orisson four hours later. Here were 
some of our pilgrim friends who had left earlier, 
completely soaked… everything, sleeping bags in-
cluded, saturated! At least they had most of the 
day to dry their gear.  
 
The next morning started with blue skies but then 
the clouds rolled in and the wind picked up. By 
lunch time the winds were gale-force with horizon-
tal hail, the temperature plummeted and our 5€ 
ponchos were in shreds. Every time we turned a 
corner there was another incline to climb - our 
hands were going numb and we really thought we 
may not make it to Roncesvalles - we were scared! 
When we did, we were welcomed by the warmest 

Linda and Eileen leaving SJPDP 
… in some trepidation 

The Meseta—poppies!  

Festivals…   and dancing (see next page) 
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 and most caring hosts we had ever met—the wonderful volunteers from the 
Netherlands! A hot shower and comfortable bunk does wonders for the spirit and 
soul. We later heard that one person broke his ankle while another lady fell 
heavily and bruised her face badly. We also read that the storm caused havoc 
across the south of France, the worst in 3 years. 
 
There were many other (less dramatic) 
highlights of our walk… including walking 
along the Meseta - poppies everywhere. At 
Santibáñez De Valdeiglesias we arrived as 
a local festival was about to start. We 
joined in… but then discovered the second 
part of the festivities were to continue 
until 2am with the band was positioned 
right beneath the albergue! Sure enough, 
we only got some sleep after 2am… still, it 
was a great experience.  
 
After leaving Villafranca del Bierzo, we 
headed for Laguna de Castilla. The climb 
started at 500m and went to 1,150m: it 
was stunning through the chestnut  
forests, until we had to do the last half 
hour in the full sun, after which we were 
totally spent! Never had Spanish beer  
tasted so good! We caught up with an  
Australian couple from Picton (NSW) who 
were also staying at Laguna, so soon  
arranged a special ‘happy hour’ in one of 
the paddocks, armed with a bottle of local 
red… it wasn't long before the farmer and 
his dog turned up and joined in the cele-
bration (see photos below).  
 
Later, in Galicia, near 
Palas de Rei, we noticed 
a local lady stacking 
cheese on her windowsill 
at one of the hamlets. 
So... we indulged and 
enjoyed freshly-made 
cheese, still warm, for 
our lunch - simply deli-
cious!  

Freshly-made cheese for lunch! 

Welcome wayside offerings  

Happy hour with new 
friends … one of the  

unexpected joys along  
The Way  
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Linda, Genese (from Madrid, 
who joined them at Burgos)  
and Eileen, Finisterre 

CAMINO BANDANA 
 

We have received  
a notice about this lovely  

Camino bandana.  
It features the Camino Francés  

in detail, plus shows  
six other routes. 

 
100% cotton, 22” square.  

www.caminobandana.com 
$15 + $3 shipping to Australia 

(PayPal available) 
  

Mary Jane Brummitt (US) 

We were thrilled to arrive in Santiago (28 June), with a sense of disbelief that 
we had reached our destination… only to find the Cathedral covered in hessian 
and scaffolding for external cleaning (see photo below)! Mass at 7.30 was packed 
and the huge botafumeiro was swung... a truly wonderful experience. But as 
much as the journey is scenic, it's being surrounded by nature and your fellow 
pilgrims you meet that allows you to be part of the special Camino experience. 
 
Eileen Hancock and Linda Leslie (SA) 

The Franciscan monk 
signing their 800 year 
Compostela (see cover 
photo) celebrating St 

Francis of Assisi’s 
pilgrimage in 1214 

For a more detailed account, see their blog 
eileensoacis.wordpress.com 
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 CAMINO DOWNUNDER 
 
I first presented practical workshops on the Camino de Santiago in 2007 at a 
government adult education institution in the eastern suburbs of Sydney where I 
had been teaching Spanish part-time to adults for nearly 20 years. It was taking 
a huge amount of time and effort in preparing and producing innovative and 
good pedagogical materials (not including the marketing and promotion of this 
new service) which far outweighed any nominal monetary compensation. 
 
Consequently, by 2009 I had decided to go private and the Camino Downunder 
website (www.caminodownunder.com) was launched.  Therefore, with this 
website, I was better able to add far more content to the practical courses and 
frequently update it, so by the second half of 2009, I was able to design,  
produce and publish my first publication: The guide for the Spanish Camino – 
Walking the Camino Francés as a 21st century pilgrim.  ISBN9780646514666.  
This preparation guidebook is now into its sixth edition and hopefully soon the 
analogue data will go digital for migration to mobile devices. 
 
In late 2010 and early 2011, I realised my goal to produce a set of highly  
accurate, waterproof walking maps which would make a practical difference:  
30 all-weather walking maps – Walking the Camino Francés from St-Jean-
Pied-de-Port to Santiago de Compostela.  
 
My core business is teaching French and Spanish and these languages and  
cultures are my passion.  My love of walking, moving between cultures, using 
languages and making linguistic connections have all come together when I  
connect in so many different ways with the pilgrimage routes of western  
Europe.  I walk from home to work and back 2 to 3 times a week and see myself 
in perpetual training and preparation for my next pilgrimage walk in Europe. 
 
I am proud of my Camino classes but never complacent, when I present these 
practical workshops for Australians and Kiwis who wish to be independent  
pilgrim walkers when undertaking their chosen Camino tracks in either Spain, 
France or Portugal. I know (from feedback) I make a difference in participants’ 
lives after they have undertaken our intensive one-day training session, improv-
ing their odds of arriving successfully and without injury at Santiago by giving 
them skills, knowledge and insights into minimising the pitfalls and challenges. 
 
Marc Grossman (NSW) 

 

From Marc’s website:  
There is a famous Spanish saying which applies to all beginning pilgrims :  
“Para llegar a santiago como un joven – empieza el camino como un Viejo   

(to arrive in Santiago like a young person, begin the Camino like an old man)” 
or, in other words...  

“Start slow, go slow and monitor the show” 
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CONFESSIONS OF A VEGAN PILGRIM 
 
Walking the Camino Francés in 2009, I very soon decided to include fish in my 
diet, because I thought I couldn't cope with eating just ensalada (only) every 
night. So I ate ensalada mixta (salad with a small amount of tuna on top), or 
some other fish dish. Generally the salad was a preliminary serving given before 
the fish arrived. Most salads were well prepared - with a variety of ingredients, 
including asparagus and green olives, but the occasional hopeless salad consisted 
of only colourless lettuce with about three slices of tomato.  
 
Speaking of salads, I remember going to a restaurant in Astorga where. There 
was only one vegetarian dish that the owner could offer: tomato salad. He 
brought it to me on a very large dinner plate. And there was… a double layer of 
sliced, rich, red tomato! Tomato only! Nothing else! Good heavens! But I tell a 
lie; there was also olive oil drizzled over the tomato. It turned out to be a  
surprisingly enjoyable meal - the biggest and best tomatoes I've ever tasted! 
 
Opportunities to extend my ensalada and fish-eating diet did occur. Sometimes it 
was possible to have a tasty lentil soup for the evening meal, and occasionally 
paella. And there were other unexpected surprises. When passing through San 
Miguel, a señor beckoned to me, from his fruit and vegetable garden, and hand-
ed me plums. As I thanked him, he blew me a happy kiss. My husband, Kevin, was 
also called aside one day, and offered a huge water melon. But it was so heavy 
he had to decline it.  
 
Kevin and I, like most pilgrims, followed an evening ritual. After washing our 
clothes, we'd go out shopping. We'd buy pan (bread), un tomate to share, dos 
plátanos (bananas) and dos manzanas (apples) for the next day's picnic lunch. We 
also kept, in our backpacks, a supply of long-lasting soft cheese triangles that 
come in those protective circular cardboard cheese boxes, and a small supply of 
biscuits, nuts or dried fruit, and the essential ration of chocolate. What more 
would one need? It's usually possible, along the Camino, to buy fresh fruit and 
vegetables, and pan (bread), providing it isn't domingo, fiesta or siesta (Sunday, 
a festival or nap time)!  
 
At Ruitelán, we stayed at the  
Buddhist-run albergue which  
offered both vegetarian and non-
vegetarian food. I enjoyed basil 
pesto spaghetti. And further along 
the Camino, in a new private  
hostal, Paloma y Leña, at San 
Mamed, a vegetarian meal is the 
standard food served. So it wasn't 
difficult living on a vegetarian-
(with-fish) diet on the Camino 
Francés.  
 

The private albergue, Paloma y Leña, at San 
Mamed, which serves vegetarian meals 
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Walking the Vía de la Plata in 2011 
also involved a return to  
f i s h - e a t i n g ,  a l o n g  w i t h  
ensalada mixta and occasional  
paella. Oh, and yes, of course,  
bocadillos and tortillas were usual-
ly readily available (again providing 
it wasn't domingo, fiesta or siesta. 
The popular hot chocolate drink, 
Cola Cao, (like Quik) was a favour-
ite for me. But it needs to be  
pronounced correctly to avoid re-
ceiving a blank stare, or being 
handed a bottle of Coca Cola. Hav-
ing food (as well as water) in our 
backpacks was a very good thing, 

because there were occasions, in smaller towns, when we couldn't find an open 
bar or café.  
 
Eating on the Camino del Norte, in 2013, was more difficult because, by then, I 
was vegan (no fish or dairy, and no eggs), and often there was no vegan food on 
the menus in the pubs or restaurants. But there were plenty of opportunities to 
buy fruit, vegetables, nuts and soy milk in the shops. And I was pleasantly  
surprised by the number of cafes and restaurants in the larger towns that were 
able to make my much-desired Cola Cao using soy milk. Cafés in the smaller 
towns were less likely to have soy milk so, in rural areas, I carried a carton of soy 
milk in my back pack, to hand over, in a pub or café, for making my Cola Cao.  
 
As I just mentioned, on the C del Norte it was difficult to find vegan food on the 
menus. So, at Comillas, Kevin decided that he would have a chat with the cook 
at the Hostal Esmeralda restaurant, well before serving time, about what could 
be cooked for his vegan wife. His negotiations brought good results (on that  
occasion). The cook accepted the challenge and proudly brought out a procession 
of different tapas. Most eating places were not so accommodating. They would 
either insist on sticking firmly to their fixed menu, or, if I was lucky, agree to 
leaving out some animal-based ingredient. Usually there was an ensalada, and 
always pan, to get by on, and I would finish the meal with the ‘blessed’ Cola 
cao, or a glass of red wine.  
 
At Ribadesella, approximately halfway on our Camino, I was tired of being  
patient about food negotiations. Kevin had become increasingly concerned that I 
wasn't eating a balanced diet, and had fallen into the habit of having long 
(language-difficult) discussions with waiters as to whether there was anything I 
could (and would) eat. That particular evening, tired of having my dietary needs 
being lengthily discussed by two men, and tired of growing hungrier by the  
minute, I decided to be sufficiently rude to end their discussion. Taking a deep 
breath, I loudly shouted, "I-JUST-WANT-CHIPS!!! I-JUST-WANT-CHIPS!!! Results 
were instant. The waiter quickly ushered us into the eating area with the  

Ensalada mixta 
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promise of the much-desired chips. Hooray! Sitting in the dining room I noticed 
some of the staff peering around the doorway to catch a glimpse of the difficult 
old woman, but I just felt happy because, at last, my chips were being cooked.  
 
Before leaving the north coast, we enjoyed a delicious meal at a vegetarian  
restaurant, Twist Cafe, in Gijón. Kevin had found the restaurant, on the  
internet, before we left home, and we had planned, all along, to have a special  
dinner there. It was a great restaurant in every way; friendly, lots of choice, and 
great taste…  
 
Less successful was a dinner somewhere in Galicia. We were having difficulty 
ordering our meal in Spanish, so I pointed to a picture of noodles, and the waiter 
nodded agreeably. Noodles would be a welcome change from ensalada. Unfortu-
nately, after two spoonsfull I decided I didn't like the taste of those noodles. So 
we looked up the meaning of angulas, in our Spanish dictionary. Horror of  
horrors! I had just eaten two spoonfuls of baby eels!  
 
In summary, it's possible for vegetarian and vegan pilgrims to find tasty,  
nutritious food along the Camino routes. But it's quite likely that vegetarian  
pilgrims might decide to eat fish to keep up energy levels, and it could happen 
that vegan pilgrims might need to find a way to let off some steam, like I did, 
when I shouted, "I JUST WANT CHIPS!!" Having been through the experience of 
vegan-eating along the Camino del Norte, I'd like to recommend that vegans do 
what we didn't do. I recommend that vegans stay mostly in albergues where it's 
possible to do your own cooking. It's possible to purchase most of the ingredients 
that you would need to make simple vegan dishes. We stayed in hostals, rather 
than albergues, because I'm a poor sleeper and often have nights when I don't 
sleep at all. We only slept in albergues when there was no other reasonably 
priced accommodation. (Also, we're getting on in years, now, and appreciate a 
certain level of privacy). But I would certainly recommend cooking your own 
evening meals, for younger vegans who enjoy albergue ‘togetherness’.  
 
Anyway, to all you vegetarian and vegan pilgrims, (and all pilgrims), I wish you 
good walking, fun, and good eating on your Caminos. 
 
Sue Burrows (SA)  

Paella dinner at Viana 

VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT IN 
SANTIAGO 
AFotC has received notification 
of a restaurant in Santiago that 
caters for vegetarians (but has 
other menu styles as well).  
Malak Bistro 
27 Rúa das Orlas 
Santiago de Compostela 
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 WINCHESTER TO SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA (continued from CC #7,8 & 9) 
PART IV (FINAL): BILBAO to SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA - Camino Olvidado/
Ruta Vadiniense/Camino Francés 
 
Thursday June 20 [2013] is wet. I continue 
alone down a steep narrow track of grass, grav-
el and mud to Puente del Diablo where the 
Camino del Norte and the Camino Olvidado 
diverge. The only information I had found 
about the Camino Olvidado was on a  
Spanish language website http:/
www.elcaminoolvidado.com/. A group based in 
Bilbao (I think) had waymarked the route and 
produced a brief guide which could be downloaded. The rest of the day was 
mostly dry with occasional light rain. The route mostly follows the road, but at 
some point I miss the arrows and end up on the wrong side of the river. At La 
Quadra I cross the river and rejoin the route following a disused railway line to 
Guen ͂es. A pleasant walk despite the rain. At Guen͂es I have to backtrack along 
the road to the hotel but make it in time for lunch, which unfortunately is not 
very good. Dinner isn’t good either, which is a shame because in other respects 
the hotel is good. 
 
Friday brings more light rain and clouds obscuring the view of the hills. Once 
again I find myself on the wrong side of the river, but this does not prove to be a 
problem. The stretch between Zalla and Balmaseda is very beautiful: this is  
Bolumburu recreational area with the remains of a foundry, the chapel of St Ana 
and a Tower House. Closer to Balmaseda is La Herrera with the Tower of Terre-
ros, then La Mella with Urrutia's Palace and the Hermitage of San Antonio de la 
Mella all in ruins. Just past the Palace ruins is a small Roman bridge, part of the 
1st century Via Flaviobriga-Pisoraca running between Herrera de Pisuerga and 
Flaviobriga – modern Castro Urdiales. The waymarking through Balmaseda is not 
good and somehow I managed to miss seeing the old bridge over the river, possi-
bly Roman, probably medieval. I end up taking the main road to Villasana de 
Mena situated in the Valle de Mena. The TO in Balmaseda tell me there is a TO 
there which may have some infor-
mation on the Camino. The way-
marked route would have taken 
me to Nava de Ordunta to the 

Roman bridge, La Mella 
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North of the road and closer to the reservoir. This is the recommended end of 
stage for the day, a short one of less than 20km with a 35km stage the following 
day. I head off down the road coming to the Valle de Mena a wide valley. Well, 
there is a TO in Villasana but it is closed. The nearby hospedaje is full and I am 
directed to the Hotel/Rte Cadagua, three stars and very nice. It is a little out of 
town. In town there is the convent of Santa Ana and a medieval tower. Out of 
town there are two gorgeous Romanesque churches for tomorrow. 
 
Breakfast at 8.30. I head for San Lorenzo on GR85 but there is too much mud and 
I return to town and the TO which has no information on the Camino Olvidado. 
Indeed the lady is doubtful that it exists, telling me that there is no proof! She 
does however have a map and some brochures relating to the two churches I 
want to visit, San Lorenzo de Vallejo and Santa Maria de Siones. It is a pleasant 
walk along the valley floor passing through a few small villages. The first church, 
San Lorenzo in the village of Vallejo, is built on a hill. I walk up some steps into a 
small square and there she is. Closed. There is a phone number of the keyholder 
on a notice board. I continue along the narrow road skirting the hill past a bar, 
also closed, arriving in Villasuso where there is a bar/resto which is open. I ar-
rive at Santa Maria de Siones just as Mass is finishing I talk to the priest who 
leaves the church open whilst I take a look. If you like Romanesque, you will love 
this one. A pleasant stroll back to town for a late lunch. I finish the day under 
the trees in the hotel garden with a bottle of Rioja. 
 
Sunday and it is cool with light rain. 
The waymarked route runs to the 
North of Villasana de Mena between 
Nava de Ordunte and Bercedo bypass-
ing the Valle de Mena altogether. 
This would be more scenic than the 
route I took. There would also be 
more mud in wet weather and you 
don’t get to see the churches I visit-
ed yesterday. Despite the weather 
there are good views, but nothing 
spectacular. From here the way-

Valle de Mena 

San Lorenzo de Vallejo                                                                       Santa Maria de Siones 
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marked route goes through Villasante and Loma de Montija; my route is more 
direct. Both routes take one to Espinosa de los Monteros a pleasant town with a 
number of historical buildings including the 12th century church of San Nicolas, a 
Renaissance palace and several medieval towers. The porticoed Plaza Sancho 
Garcia is a good place to drink cerveza and watch the world go around. 
 
Monday and I take the road once again. It is much shorter than the waymarked 
route which runs a little to the North. A cool sunny day with nice scenery. All 
churches closed. I arrive at Soncillo, a one-horse town and check into its 3-star 
hotel. I wonder why there is a 3-star hotel here – indeed, why is there any hotel 
at all? Lunch is unremarkable except for the cuajada which is some of the best I 
have had. I could do with some company. 
 
A short day along the BU642 to Arija. I luxuriate in sloth, only getting out of bed 
at 8 o’clock. A cold and misty day. A number of Romanesque churches along the 
way, but few are obviously so to my eye. A notable exception is the church of 
San Vicente at San Vicente de Villamezan, perched on a mound at the edge of 
the village. Around 10 o’clock the sun burns off the mist and there are fine 
views of the Embalsa del Ebro and the Cantabrian mountains beyond, still dotted 
with patches of snow. The reservoir was built between 1910 and 1950. Beneath 
its waters lie 400 houses, 8 churches and 2 chapels in the Romanesque style.  
I arrive at the ayuntamiento in Arija. There have been no signs of restos or ho-
tels. I enter the ayto to find reception is closed. Clump, clump, clump of feet on 
the stairs. A woman appears with a small child. I ask her for the location of ho-
tels etc. Behind her appears a man who speaks English. A Mexican brought up in 
California, he takes me in his car 2km back from where I have come to a pension 

next to the reservoir. The room is nice 
and there is a restaurant which will 
open later. I wander around looking for 
facilities—there are none except for a 
bar at the railway station and a restau-
rant where I have the menu. A pleasant 
afternoon by the water. Morcilla and a 
huge copa de Rioja before bed. 
 
Duermo como un oso, I sleep like a 
bear. Today it’s the BU642 and CA730 to 
Reinosa. The route follows the South 

Embalsa de Ebro To Arija 
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bank of Embalsa del Ebro most of the way. There are good views of the reservoir 
and the mountains. I walk through a number of small villages passing the much 
photographed submerged Church of Villanueva de las Rozas, whose octagonal 
tower emerges from the waters. At Arroyo I stop for a beer. The recently  
restored church is closed as usual. My vote for church of the day goes to the 
Romanesque San Cipriano in Bolmir not far from Reinosa. The waymarked route 
bypasses Reinosa and would have you stay the night in Olea, which is too far for 
me and so I go a little out of the way to stay in Reinosa, not the most attractive 
town in Spain. This is unfortunate as I miss out on the beautiful Collegiate Church 
of San Pedro de Cervatos, a jewel of Romanesque art declared a national monu-
ment. In Reinosa I bump into two Dutch pilgrims who are on their way to Comillas 
on the Camino del Norte. They tell me that they have walked from Jaca via 
Logron͂o. It would be nice to have some (English-speaking) company. 
 
Thursday is bright but cold. I get, for me, an early start. I exit Reinosa by the 
main road heading roughly South to Metamorosa where I join the CA284 for a 
steady climb to the Hoyos turnoff. I resist the temptation to make a detour and 
visit the Romanesque church of Santa Maria (or is it San Martin?) in Hoyos which 
will almost certainly be closed. I am at an elevation of over 1000 metres and it is 
cold. From here is a descent to the valley. At Olea is a Romanesque chapel San 
Miguel, a bar and a Romaneque/Gothic church, Santa Maria la Real. All closed. 
From here are expansive views over the valley where I am headed. Down to 
Reinosilla past a Posada from which emerge two vintage Jaguars to hoon past me 
and a small Roman bridge which the road now bypasses. I could have taken a 
detour to Santa Oalla with its mill and church with frescos, but duck into 
Reinosilla instead. I take the turnoff to La Quintana and soon come across two 
menhirs in the paddock next to the road, neolithic standing stones known as ‘La 

Villanueva 
de las Rozas 

Puerta del Paseo Real 
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 Llaneda’ and ‘Puentecilla’. As I  
inspect them, a local comes by with 
his dog which inspects me. A little 
further on I come to another  
junction, not shown on my map 
where signposts point east to towns 
not on my maps. Fortunately Aguilar 
de Campoo, my destination is also 
signposted, straight on, so I go that 
way leaving Cantabria and entering  
Palencia and down to Aguilar,  
arriving around 2.30pm. With hind-
sight, I should have headed East at 
the junction as it would have taken 
me through Bercedo (there seem to 
be a few Bercedos) and Cuena, both 
having Romanesque churches.  
 
The TO lady helps me find a place to stay. I remark that this area is famous for 
the large numbers of Romanesque churches; there are special maps showing 
where they are and they are all closed. She tells me that they are open during 
high season in July/August. I like Aguilar - there is plenty to see. This would be a 
good base for touring the Romanesque buildings in the area if you were to come 
in July/August and hire a car. The Viejo Camino from Pamplona merges with the 
Camino Olvidado here. After checking into my hotel, which is also a resto, I stroll 
to the Monasterio de Santa Maria la Real, one of the oldest in Spain, which is a 
museum and also a Posada. Well worth the visit. Next up the hill to the wonder-
ful Ermita de Santa Cecilia, finishing the sightseeing with the Collegiate church 
of San Miguel. If you have time you might wish to visit the castle ruins towering 
over Santa Cecilia. For dinner I have the biggest veal chop I have ever seen, 
served with fried onion, tomato, pimiento and chips… yum! 
 
An early start on a bright cool day. Through the 14th century Puerta del Paseo 
Real past the Monasterio to join the CL626. Good views of snow-capped  
mountains. I follow the CL626 to Salinas where I go off road for refreshments. 

The waymarked route is roughly 
parallel to the CL626 and goes 
through here, crossing the river 
on a beautiful 16th century bridge 
by the church. I cross the bridge 
and start following the track by 
the river, but there are no arrows 
at the junctions so I return to the 
village and head back through the 
village to the CL626 to find the 
street blocked at the railway. No 
problem though, the locals tell 
me to cross the railway and climb 

Aguilar de Campoo 

Puente de Mercadillo 
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up the embankment and across the barriers to the road. It isn’t difficult. Contin-
ue to Rueda where there is a very nice bar/resto, Mesón Tres. My destination for 
the day is Cervera which I reach fairly early. I spend the afternoon drinking beer 
with Pommie cyclists. Feeling a bit worn out, I am tempted to take the bus to-
morrow, not fancying the 39km to Guardo. 
 
I don’t want to get up this morning, but I do and am away by 7.30. A straightfor-
ward road walk along the CL626. The waymarked route again runs more or less 
parallel, joining the road from time to time. A cool sunny day becoming quite 
warm. At Castrejón de la Pen ͂a the door to the 15th century church of Santa 
Agueda is open!! I head for the door and a small woolly dog emerges barking and 
jumping. The guardian emerges. He has been cleaning and he wants to talk and 
show me his church. Lovely Gothic vaulting, gaudy 17th century retablo, statue of 
San Roque. A few km further on in Pisón de Castrejón is the 13th century transi-
tional Romanesque/Gothic church of Nuestra Sen͂ora de la Asunción. I stop for a 
beer in a mesón and the lady speaks English quite well. Two locals in suits enter 
and talk to me in Spanish. ¡No entiendo nada! The lady interprets, the men buy 
me beer. Arriving on the outskirts of Guardo, I ask directions for hotel and resto 
and am sent to Hotel Don Edmundo. Nobody there. I am starving, so head into 
town and ask for resto. Am sent to a very popular small resto off the main drag 
which turns out to be very good. Back to the main drag, I follow signs to the  
Hotel Real, 3 stars. This turns out to be good as well. 
 
As promised, a breakfast bag is hanging on my door knob. My original plan was to 
spend the night in Puente Almuhey, but it is too early when I arrive. Hotel Rio 
Cea looks nice; I drop in for coffee. The very friendly, very squidgy barmaid is 
very interested in what I am doing. From here the waymarked route goes North 
West following the valley of the river Tuéjar. I head west along CL626. I stop at 
Llama de la Guzpen͂a for a drink of water by a shady fountain then visit the 
church on the heights nearby. Very nicely restored with children’s play equip-
ment outside. Excellent views. I continue to Valmartino where there is a well 
hidden hotel/resto which is very popular. I am very tempted to spend the night 
here, but keep going after a few beers. Cistierna isn’t as far as I had thought. 
One of the first things I see is a big blue Camino sign with an arrow pointing in 
the direction of Mansilla and a hotel/resto at the crossroads where I check in and 
have lunch. After lunch I stroll around and find the albergue, but it is locked. 
Cistierna is at the crossroads of the Camino Olvidado and La Ruta Vadiniense. If I 
stick to the Olvidado I will have another 7 days or so to Villafranca on the 

Francés, or 2 to la Robla on the 
Salvador. If I turn left along the 
Vadinienses, it will be 2 days to 
the Francés at Puente Villarente 
near Leon. Decisions! 
 
For me, a very early start at 6.30. I 
have decided to head for Puente 
Villarente. There are two possibili-
ties, both following the Rio Esla – 

San Miguel de Escalada  
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left bank or right? I choose right and my 
destination for today is Gradafes. I 
start off following the waymarking, 
which is at first the same for the 
Olvidado and the Vadinienses as far as 
Puente de Mercadillo where you have 
to decide left bank or right. A short 
distance after crossing the river the 
Olvidado, now called the Camino de la 
Montan ͂a, branches west whilst I contin-
ue South west. It is a very easy pleas-
ant route. I tend to stick to the minor tree-lined roads which have hardly any 
traffic. There is the odd village and church; the church closed, no bars. At Gra-
dafes is the Cistercian nunnery of Santa Maria la Real, founded in the 12th centu-
ry and the church is OPEN! I take a look inside, a mixture of Romanesque and 
Gothic styles. I find checking out churches to be thirsty work so, on leaving Santa 
María, I ask the first person I meet “¿Hay bar?” ”Si, a la derecha.” God is merci-
ful. The bar lady tells me that there is an hotel/resto about 1km away on the 
National. The bar is open all day and there is an alimentacion. After a couple of 
cleansing ales I make my way to the National, quickly bumping into the Ayto 
where for 5€ they fix me up for the Municipal Albergue which is almost new, 
squeaky clean and I have it to myself. I continue to the hotel/resto for lunch, 
buy the usual at the alimentacion for dinner, check emails at the library and 
return to the albergue. 
 
Tuesday. I have slept like a bear, but get going earlyish. I follow the waymarking 
which takes me to the Monasterio San Miguel de Escalada which is closed. This 
monastery, built in the 10th century, is in the Mozarabic style brought from the 
South of Spain, complete with Moorish-style horseshoe arches. The waymarked 
route continues to places not recorded on my map. In the village of San Miguel 
there is a choice of routes: continue southwest to join the Camino Francés at 
Mansilla de las Mulas, or the route I chose which is northwest along the old road, 
not much more than a gravel tractor track, to the once-powerful, now  
ruined, monastery of San Pedro de Eslonza near the village of Santa Olaja de 
Eslonzo where a bitumen road takes me to Puente Villarente on the Camino 
Francés. I head for one of my favourite albergues, San Pelayo, but first stop at El 
Delfín Verde for a beer, where there are several peregrinos with the same idea. 
You are never short of company on the Camino Francés… 
 
Conclusion 
The following day was a short one to Leon. I have walked the section between 
Leon and Santiago several times and I rather like it despite the ever-increasing 
number of pilgrims. From Leon I usually spend either 10-12 days getting to  
Santiago, depending on whether I stop in Triacastela and Monte do Gozo or not.  
On this trip, I arrived in Santiago on 15 July, 79 days and 1,900 km from  
Winchester.  
 

Andrew Judd (NSW) 

Santa Olaja de Eslonzo 
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Despite quadruple heart bypass surgery, fear of failure, and concern over being 
labelled a copycat for repeating the theme of the movie The Way—walking the 
Camino de Santiago de Compostela in memory of a lost son—64 year-old  
Melbourne writer Michael Thornton takes on the often gruelling 800km Spanish 
pilgrimage. 
 
Michael’s epic pilgrimage is an honest, humorous, and breathtaking account of 
one man’s physical, mental, and spiritual journey in memory of his son, Jamie. 
“At least we’re not burying a dead son,” says Jillian, from Sydney, during a 
morning coffee stop, in a reference to the movie, ‘The Way’. “I am,” says  
Michael. The table goes quiet; Jillian is distraught. “There I go,” she says, 
“putting my foot in it again.” 
 
Michael’s trek from St Jean-Pied-de-Port in southern France to Santiago de 
Compostela in north-west Spain is plagued by self-doubt at having to walk 
25kms a day for a month. Strange events occur. Michael tells of becoming lost in 
the dark yet being followed on a secluded stretch of disused highway by a figure 
resembling Saint James, the apostle to whom the Camino is dedicated and 
whose remains lie in Santiago Cathedral. Michael meets many friends and does 
indeed complete his Camino successfully, arriving in Santiago in just  
27 days. 

BOOK RELEASE 
 

27 Days a Pilgrim on the Camino de Santiago 
de Compostela 

 
Author: Michael Thornton 

 
Publisher: Michael Thornton Books 

 
Available on all ebook platforms 

 
michaelthorntonbooks@gmail.com 

FROM THE EDITOR:  
Michael is a member of AFotC.  

We welcome your articles, notices, 
thoughts, recipes, favourite images 

etc. Send to the editor: 
bell.alison*optusnet.com.au  

(replace * with @ to avoid spam) 


